Gong Certification Course with Jen Ripa

Level Two
Prerequisite: Gong Certification Course Level One
Join Jen Ripa to learn to deepen your knowledge of playing the healing gong. The
benefits of the healing gong include stress reduction, increased mental clarity,
glandular balance, and a deep sense of peace and well-being.
Two healing gongs and individual Level Two Guidebooks will be provided and you are
invited to bring a notebook and pen, a blanket, a yoga mat, water, and a snack.
You will walk away with a moderate understanding of how to calm the nervous
system and move energy through the chakras with the gong. We will review how to
open sacred space with the gong, hold sacred space, work towards a healing intention,
experience a healing shift, and close sacred space. We will also cover each chakra in
depth and how to balance energy for each chakra for a client or a group. We will also
cover the brain wave states: alpha, beta, theta, delta, what these states feel like for
you, and how to gauge what brain wave state your client or group is experiencing.
Additionally, we will cover how to play the gong for people going through difficult
circumstances. After this level two workshop, you will be able to play the gong for
yourself and others proficiently, provide a calming effect on the nervous system,
provide balance to the chakra system, and work with specific healing intentions.
3 Hour Workshop $99

SIDEREAL MOON GONG
Full Moon Gong
Essence: I Feel
Keywords: Emotional balance, enhanced intuition, receptivity, inner self, interaction, yin
Enhances major realizations concerning the goals established in the new moon. This facilitates
decision-making through meditation and prayer. Expect revelations. More energy becomes
available for the completion of goals.
Chakra: Solar plexus
Color: orange/yellow
Rules: Cancer
Element: Water
Character: Emotions
Deity: Isis
Virtues: sensitivity, motherliness, benevolence
Balances: moodiness, impressionability, hypersensitive, defensiveness, envy
Together, these two-time cycles define the Moon's movement in relationship to the Earth. The
lunar cycles influence the ebb and flow of the tides, the balance of our bodily fluids, and the
energetic quality of day-to-day life. In times past, social and living schedules were planned
around the natural movement of the moon. Moon gongs bring the resonance of the lunar cycles
- as an experience in sound.
EARTH PLATONIC YEAR GONG
Essence: I Know and I Experience
Keywords: Completion, perfection, serenity.
The tone of the Platonic Year (F) has a cheering and clarifying effect on the spirit. In Ancient
China, it was the fundamental tone used for music and education - so as to be 'in accordance
with the laws of nature".
The frequency of the Earth's cycle through all signs of the
Zodiac 25,920 years.
Gong pitch: F (172.06Hz - 47th octave)
Chakra: Crown
Color: Purple
Rules: All Signs
Element: All Elements
Character: I, Wisdom, Experience
Deity: All
Virtues: completion, perfection, serenity
Balances: our connection with the unknown
Clarifying effect on the spirit. to be in accordance with the laws of nature

